Abstract. We consider the following problem: Given a collection of rooted trees, answer on-line queries of the form, "What is the nearest common ancester of vertices x and y?" We show that any pointer machine that solves this problem requires fl(log log n) time per query in the worst case, where n is the total number of vertices in the trees. On the other, hand, we present an algorithm for a random access machine with uniform cost measure (and a bound of O(log n) on the number of bits per word) that requires O(1) time per query and O(n) preprocessing time, assuming that the collection of trees is static. For a version of the problem in which the trees can change between queries, we obtain an almost-linear-time (and linear-space) algorithm.
random access machine the memory is an array of words, each of which holds an integer expressed in binary.
For measuring time on a random access machine, we use the uniform cost measure, in which each operation on a word or pair of words (such as an addition, comparison or branch) requires O(1) time. We place an upper bound of O(log n) on the number of bits a word can hold, thereby precluding fast algorithms that obtain the effect of parallelism by manipulating very large integers. The main difference between our machine models is that address arithmetic is possible on random access machines but not on pointer machines.
Let us review what is known about Problems 1-5. In their seminal paper, Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman consider Problems 1, 2 and 4. They describe an O(n+ ma (m + n, n))-time algorithm running on a pointer machine for Problem 1 (off-line).
Here a is the functional inverse of Ackermann's function defined by Tarjan [10] , [13] . Their algorithm requires O(n) storage. For Problem 2 (static trees) they propose a random access machine algorithm requiring O(n log log n) preprocessing time, O(n log log n) space, and O(loglog n) time per query. This algorithm uses their algorithm for Problem 4 (linking), which also runs on a random-access machine and requires O((m + n) log n) time and O(n log n) space.
Several more recent papers improve and extend the results of Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman. Van Leeuwen [14] considers Problem 3 (linking roots). He gives an O(n + m log log n)-time algorithm that can be modified to run on a pointer machine in O(n) space. Maier [7] addresses Problem 5 (linking and cutting). Although his algorithm is not very time-efficient, his results do improve the space efficiency of Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman's algorithm for Problem 4 (linking). Sleator and Tarjan [9] use their data structure for dynamic trees to solve Problem 5 in O(n + m log n) time and O(n) space on a pointer machine. Table 1 summarizes the known results. For Problem 1, Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman's O(n+ ma(m+ n, n))-time algorithm is the fastest known. For Problems 2 and 3, van Leeuwen's O(n+ m log log n)-time algorithm is fastest. For Problems 4 and 5, Sleator and Tarjan's O(n + rn log n)-time algorithm is best. All these algorithms use O(n) space and run on pointer machines. [2] ; see also Tarjan [11 modified van Leeuwen [14] modified van Leeuwen 14] Sleater and Tarjan [9] Sleator and Tarjan [9] In this paper, our goal is to study the effect of the machine model on the nearest common ancester problem. Our results are three. In 2 we show that any pointer machine requires O(log log n) time per query to solve Problem 2 (static trees). This means that van Leeuwen's algorithm is optimum to within constant factors for Problems 2 and 3. In 3-5 we develop an algorithm for Problem 2 that runs on a random access machine and uses O(n) preprocessing time, O(1) time per query, and O(n) space. This algorithm is also optimum to within a constant factor. Harel's paper [5] gives a preliminary version of the results in 2-5. In 6 and 7 we extend our algorithm to Problem 3, for which we obtain an O(n + ma(m + n, n))-time, O(n)-space algorithm. Our results thus explicate the difference in power between pointer machines and random-access machines. Table 2 summarizes our upper bounds.
2. A lower bound for pointer machines. In this and the next three sections we shall restrict our attention to the nearest common ancester problem on static trees (Problem 2). Without loss of generality we can assume that there is only one tree. If not, we create a new (dummy) vertex r and make it the parent of the roots of all the actual trees. The nearest common ancester nca (x, y) of two vertices x and y in the new tree is the same as the nearest common ancester of x and y in the collection of old trees; if nca (x, y)= r in the new tree then x and y are in different old trees.
Let us consider pointer machine solutions to the nearest common ancester problem on a static tree. We make the following assumptions about the way such a machine solves the problem. We assume that the tree is represented by a list structure (which may change during the course of the computation), with each tree vertex represented by a single node. The structure may contain additional nodes not representing any tree vertex. Each node contains a fixed number of pointers, independent of n; without loss of generality we may take this number to be two. As input for a query, the algorithm is given pointers to the nodes corresponding to two tree vertices x and y. To answer the query, the algorithm must return a pointer to the node corresponding to the tree vertex nca (x, y). We assume that the algorithm remembers nothing between queries. (Any fixed amount of global memory can be encoded into the list structure.) THEOREM 1. Let T be a complete binary tree with n leaves. Any pointer machine requires fl(log log n) time to answer any nca query in the worst case, independent of the representation of the tree. Proof Let us fix our attention on the time just before a query. The key point is that, from any node in the data structure, at most 2 j+l-1 nodes are accessible in j steps or less. Let k be such that any possible nca query can be answered in k steps or less. For each leaf x of T let Ax denote the set of nodes representing tree vertices that are accessible from x in k steps or less. Let w be a nonleaf vertex of T and let u and v be its two children. We claim that either w belongs to Ax for every leaf x that is a descendant of u, or w belongs to Ar for every leaf y that is a descendant of v. Otherwise, for some descendant x of u and some descendant y of v, w would be accessible from neither x nor y in k steps, and an nca query on x and y would be unanswerable in k steps.
We conclude that w belongs to Ax for at least half the leaves x that are descendants of w. If w has height >_-1, then w has 2 leaf descendants, and thus w occurs in at least 2 i-1 sets Ax. Since [12] .) We conjecture that Problem 5 (linking and cutting) requires f(log n) time per command in the worst case on a pointer machine, and leave the proof (or disproof) of this conjecture as an open problem.
3. Overview of a fast algorithm for static trees. If we allow algorithms on randomaccess machines, we can beat the lower bound in Theorem 1. In this and the next two sections, we shall develop an algorithm that runs on a random-access machine in O(n) space, using O(n) preprocessing time and O(1) time per query. These bounds are best possible; there are n n-1 distinct rooted trees with n labeled vertices [6] , implying that f(n log n) bits, or l(n) words, are necessary to store a tree of n vertices in a random-access machine. Just reading in such a tree requires f(n) time, and answering a query requires (1) time.
We begin by observing that on complete binary trees the nearest common ancestor and related problems can be solved in O(1) time by direct calculation. Let T be a complete binary tree whose vertices are numbered from 1 to n in symmetric order.
(See Fig. 1 Let us turn now to the nearest common ancestor problem on an arbitrary tree T. Our plan is to convert the nca problem on T into an nca problem on a subtree of a moderately-sized complete binary tree; then we can use the method above. The transformation proceeds by a sequence of steps, which involve solving depth and nca depth problems on two auxiliary trees: a compressed tree C and a balanced binary tree B. C has the same vertex set as T; B contains all vertices in T and possibly some auxiliary vertices. To facilitate the solution of depth problems on B C, both of these trees are divided into plies. We construct B and C in a preprocessing step requiring O(n) time. We compute nearest common ancestors as follows:
Algorithm to compute ncaT-v, w).
Step 1. Compute ncac v, w) as follows:
Step la. Compute ncaB (v, w) using algorithms for the nca depth problem and the depth problem on B.
Step lb. Given ncaB (v, w), look up ncac (v, w).
Step 2. Look up the depth in C of ncac (v, w) . Using an algorithm for the depth problem on C, compute ncaT (v, w). Each step of the nca computation takes O(1) time. Sections 4 and 5, which discuss the compressed tree C and the balanced binary tree B respectively, give the details of this method.
4. The compressed tree. Let T be an arbitrary n-vertex tree with root r. We define a compressed tree C, representing T, as follows. (See Fig. 3 .) The compressed tree was used by Tarjan [10] to compute functions defined on paths in trees; Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman used a closely related idea in their nca algorithm for static trees. Step 2 of algorithm to compute ncaT-v, w):
Step 2a Step 2d. Return as ncaT-(v, w) whichever of v" and w" has the larger value of hp size.
As an example of Step 2, consider ncar (n, o), where T is the tree of Fig. 2 . We have ncac(n, o)= a (see Fig. 3 ), n'= n, n"= n, o'= c, o"= a, and ncaT-(n, o)= a. We omit the easy proof that Step 2 is correct; crucial to the proof is the observation that v"(w") is the nearest ancestor of v (respectively w) on the heavy path containing u.
Step 2 requires O(1) time plus the solution of at most two depth problems on C. To solve depth problems on C, we must do some additional preprocessing. We need some simple facts about the structure of C, which we state without proof. (See [11] .)
LEMMA 7. C has depth at most [lg n J. LEMMA 8. For any rank i, the number of vertices of rank is at most n/2i. Proof. By Lemma 6 , any two vertices having the same rank are unrelated in C and hence have disjoint sets of descendants in C. Any vertex v of rank has sizec (v)>-2i. Thus there can be at most n/2 vertices of rank i.
For any nonnegative integer and function f, we define f(i)(x) by f()(x)= x, f(i+l)(x)=f(f(i)(x)). has depth [lg (3) n in E(), and so that if v is a vertex of depth in D() and 0 _<-i' <_-i, the ancestor of v in D() whose depth is i' is also the ancestor of v in E() whose depth is i' [lg Step 2. If v has a left child wl, execute number (wl, h-1, i-2h-1).
Step 3 Corresponding to ff we maintain a forest of compressed trees; T contains one or more trees representing each tree in ft. We build the trees in family-by-family in delayed fashion. When a link creates a light edge v-p(v) or causes a formerly heavy edge v p.(v) to become light, we explore the heavy path o-whose apex is v, constructing the set S {w v[w is on r or p(w) is on o-}. We then combine the compressed trees whose roots are in S into a single compressed tree; the root of this tree is v and the children of the root are the vertices in S. In general a tree T in ff is represented by several compressed trees; if r is the root of T and r is the heavy path whose apex is r then contains a tree for every vertex v on r whose single vertex is v, and a tree for every vertex w such that Pe(w) but not w is on r whose vertices are all the descendants of w in T. (See Fig. 7 Fig. 2 , for the linking roots problem (see Fig. 3 ).
We maintain certain information about the compressed trees. With each vertex v we store size (v). With each vertex v such that p(v) is defined, we store p(v) and apex (v) . Updating this information during links requires O(n) total time. We also maintain a data structure [1], [11] that allows us to rapidly compute two pieces of information about any vertex v: d(v) (the depth of v in the forest ) and r (v) (the root of the tree in qg containing v). Maintaining this data structure during links and carrying out O(m) root and depth computations requires O(n+ ma(m+ n, n)) time. We compute nearest common ancestors in using the following variant of the method in 3 and 4:
Algorithm to compute ncar( v, w).
Step Step 5. Compute the ancestor w' of w in whose depth is d(u) + 1. If apex (w') u, let w"= w'. Otherwise let w"= pr(w').
Step 6 We can use the data structure of [11, 3] to maintain the numbers implicitly. The total time to maintain the data structure during links and compute O(m) numbers is O(n + ma(m + n, n)). Given the numbers, solving an nca depth problem on requires O(1) time.
We come now to the last and hardest part of the method: solving depth problems on and .S ince we use the same method for both forests, we shall discuss only c.
To solve the depth problem on % we divide c into O(log* n) plies. As in 4, define
Define the ply of vertex v to be the minimum value of such that f(i)> rank (v).
It is easy to compute the ply of a vertex at the moment its size is determined; this information by performing a search from the root r of the new tree, using the lists of children to reach all descendants of r in the same ply as r. The total amount of time spent updating this information, and the total size of the ancestor arrays, is bounded by a constant times the following sum:
To solve depth problems on % we use the same method as in 4.
Algorithm to compute the ancestor of vertex v in c whose depth is d. Repeat the following step until a vertex is returned: This partitioning into subtrees has the following effect. Let r be a shallowest vertex in super-ply one and let v be a leaf descendant of r. The subtrees partition the path from v to r as follows. Let be the maximum level of any vertex along the path from v to r and let x be the last vertex along this path of level 1. The subtrees partition the path from v to x into segments (v =/)1 Xl), ()2," x2)," ", ()l," Xl), (DI+I,""" X), ( Thus it suffices to bound the number of subtrees in super-ply one encountered during this process. Let r be the shallowest ancestor of (the original) v in super-ply one, let be the maximum level of any vertex along the path from v to r, and let x be the last vertex along this path of level/. Before x is reached, every iteration of the general step (except possibly the one that reaches x) causes the level of the current vertex to increase by at least one; after x is reached but before r is reached, every iteration of the general step causes the level of the current vertex to decrease by at least one. Thus there are O(a(m+ n, n)) iterations of the general step.
It remains for us to bound the total time spent constructing subtrees in super-ply one. For each vertex v, this time is O(1) for each subtree in which v is placed. Our analysis is almost identical to the analysis of the disjoint set union algorithm [10] , [13] . We define nij to be number of vertices with rank in block (i, j) and bij to be the number of level i-1 blocks whose intersection with block (i, j) is nonempty (i-> 1).
As the algorithm proceeds, we define the effective level of a vertex v in a nontrivial subtree of super-ply one to be the minimum value of such that rank (v) and rank (p(r(v))) are in the same block of the level partition, where r(v) is the root of the subtree containing v. As v is placed in larger-and-larger subtrees, its effective level increases from a minimum of one up to a maximum of a(m + n, n)+ 1.
Consider a vertex v in block (i, j). We would like to bound the number of different subtrees that can contain v while v is at effective level i. First consider the case i<=a(m+n,n). When v is the first at level i, rank (v) This algorithm has the disadvantage that both m and n must be known ahead of time. We leave to the reader the easy exercise of modifying the algorithm to avoid this. (The idea is to re-estimate m and n each time the actual value of either grows by a factor of two.)
Appendix. Tree terminology. Throughout this paper we consider only rooted trees. A rooted tree T consists of a vertex set V, a root re V, and a mapping p A forest is a collection of vertex-disjoint trees. (We use capital italic letters to denote trees and capital script letters to denote forests.) When discussing parameters associated with several trees or forests, we use the names of the trees or forests as subscripts to distinguish the parameters. For example, PT-(v) is the parent of v in T.
